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ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

MISAPPROPRIATION OF LAKHS OF RUPEES BY EXECUTIVE ENGINEER K.C. CANAL DIVISION AT NANDYAL

1—

*9081-Q.—Sarvasri M. Omkar, (Narsampet), A. Lakshminarayana, Miryalaguda) and Smt. M. Swarajyam (Thunghurthy) Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government received representation from Sri M. Omkar, MLA in the 1st week of January 1982, regarding the large scale misappropriation amounting to lakhs of rupees committed by the Executive Engineer, K. C. Canal Division at Nandyal in Kurnool District: and

(b) if so, the action taken thereon?

* An astersik before the name indicates confirmation by the Member.
1. He split up the sanctions and estimates of work to fit in within his powers.

ప్రపంచంలో ఉన్న సంస్థల సంఖ్యలో రెండి కేంద్ర అంశం ఇరువు ఉంది. ఇందులో అంతకంటే ఎకుప్పు 10 సంస్థలు ఉన్నాయి.

ప్రత్యేకంగా ఏటు కాదు యాహూ అంటే ఉండి, కనుక అగ్గుండడానికి కొద్ది ప్రాతిపదికులు ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి. యాహూ అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండి, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి. యాహూ అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి.

ఈ పంటి, కార్యకరానికి మొత్తం కొద్ది ప్రత్యేకించాలి. ప్రత్యేకంగా అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి. యాహూ అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి.

ఈ పంటి, కార్యకరానికి మొత్తం కొద్ది ప్రత్యేకించాలి. ప్రత్యేకంగా అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి. యాహూ అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి.

ఈ పంటి, కార్యకరానికి మొత్తం కొద్ది ప్రత్యేకించాలి. ప్రత్యేకంగా అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి. యాహూ అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి.

ఈ పంటి, కార్యకరానికి మొత్తం కొద్ది ప్రత్యేకించాలి. ప్రత్యేకంగా అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి. యాహూ అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి.

ఈ పంటి, కార్యకరానికి మొత్తం కొద్ది ప్రత్యేకించాలి. ప్రత్యేకంగా అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి. యాహూ అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి.

ఈ పంటి, కార్యకరానికి మొత్తం కొద్ది ప్రత్యేకించాలి. ప్రత్యేకంగా అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి. యాహూ అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, కనుక అంటే ఉండటం కాదు, ప్రత్యేకంగా వివరించాలి.
ATTACK BY DACOITS ON THE PASSENGERS OF BUS ON CHITTOOR MADRAS BORDER

2—

*9002—Q.—Sri Ch. Vithal Reddy (Narasapur):—

Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that dacoits armed with lethal weapons have attacked the passengers of a bus on a road on Chittor-Madras borders between 2.00 p.m, and 10.00 p.m. on 15-11-1981 and looted properties worth more than a lakh of rupees:

(b) If so; whether these dacoits have been apprehended:

and

(c) The steps to be taken in future to protect bus passengers from the attacks of dacoits with lethal weapons?

*9002—Q.—Sri Ch. Vithal Reddy (Narasapur):—

Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that dacoits armed with lethal weapons have attacked the passengers of a bus on a road on Chittor-Madras borders between 2.00 p.m, and 10.00 p.m. on 15-11-1981 and looted properties worth more than a lakh of rupees:

(b) If so; whether these dacoits have been apprehended:

and

(c) The steps to be taken in future to protect bus passengers from the attacks of dacoits with lethal weapons?

*9002—Q.—Sri Ch. Vithal Reddy (Narasapur):—

Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that dacoits armed with lethal weapons have attacked the passengers of a bus on a road on Chittor-Madras borders between 2.00 p.m, and 10.00 p.m. on 15-11-1981 and looted properties worth more than a lakh of rupees:

(b) If so; whether these dacoits have been apprehended:

and

(c) The steps to be taken in future to protect bus passengers from the attacks of dacoits with lethal weapons?

(1) The Minister of State for Health (Mr. M. Krishnaiah) replied that the welfare of the ailing was of the utmost importance to the Government. Efforts were being made to improve the health facilities, and a new hospital would be constructed in the near future.

(2) The Minister of Agriculture (Mr. C. V. Raman) informed the House that the Department had initiated schemes for the rehabilitation of the landless farmers. The schemes were designed to provide them with tools, seeds, and training.

(3) The Minister of Education (Mr. M. R. Rao) stated that the Government had decided to increase the number of schools and colleges in the state. Funds had been allocated for the construction of new educational institutions.

(4) The Minister of Panchayat Raj (Mr. V. Ramana) reported that the Government had established a committee to study the problems faced by Panchayat Raj institutions. The committee was expected to submit its report within three months.

(5) The Minister of Transport (Mr. N. G. Reddy) informed the House that the State Government had decided to construct a new bus terminal in the city. The terminal would be equipped with modern facilities and would reduce the congestion at the existing terminal.

(6) The Minister of Electricity (Mr. K. Srinivas Rao) stated that the Government was working on a plan to increase the power supply to rural areas. The plan involved the construction of new power stations and the expansion of existing ones.

(7) The Minister of Tourism (Mr. M. K. Reddy) reported that the Government had launched a campaign to promote tourism in the state. The campaign aimed to attract more tourists and boost the economy.

(8) The Minister of Labour (Mr. B. S. Reddy) informed the House that the Government had decided to hike the minimum wage for workers. The increase would be effective from the next month.

(9) The Minister of Urban Development (Mr. M. V. Ramana) stated that the Government was planning to develop new residential colonies in the city. The colonies would be equipped with modern amenities and would provide affordable housing for the urban poor.

(10) The Minister of Rural Development (Mr. V. S. Rao) reported that the Government had initiated a scheme to provide loans to farmers for the purchase of inputs. The scheme was designed to support small and marginal farmers.

(11) The Minister of Environment (Mr. M. P. Reddy) informed the House that the Government was working on a plan to reduce the pollution levels in the state. The plan involved the implementation of strict pollution control measures.

(12) The Minister of Sports (Mr. M. P. Reddy) stated that the Government was planning to construct a new stadium in the city. The stadium would be equipped with modern facilities and would host international sports events.

(13) The Minister of Science and Technology (Mr. M. P. Reddy) reported that the Government had decided to promote research and development in the state. The Government had allocated funds for the establishment of new research institutions.

(14) The Minister of Telecommunication (Mr. M. P. Reddy) informed the House that the Government was planning to expand the telecommunication network in the state. The expansion would provide better connectivity to remote areas.

(15) The Minister of Finance (Mr. M. P. Reddy) stated that the Government was working on a plan to improve the state's economy. The plan involved the implementation of various economic reforms and the promotion of foreign investment.

(16) The Minister of Planning and Devolution (Mr. M. P. Reddy) reported that the Government was planning to introduce a new budget system for the state. The new system would focus on transparency and accountability.

(17) The Minister of Planning and Devolution (Mr. M. P. Reddy) informed the House that the Government was planning to introduce a new budget system for the state. The new system would focus on transparency and accountability.

(18) The Minister of Planning and Devolution (Mr. M. P. Reddy) reported that the Government was planning to introduce a new budget system for the state. The new system would focus on transparency and accountability.

(19) The Minister of Planning and Devolution (Mr. M. P. Reddy) informed the House that the Government was planning to introduce a new budget system for the state. The new system would focus on transparency and accountability.

(20) The Minister of Planning and Devolution (Mr. M. P. Reddy) reported that the Government was planning to introduce a new budget system for the state. The new system would focus on transparency and accountability.
ASSIGNMENT OF LAND TO THE FAMILY OF FLT. LT. ANDRE COSTA KILLED IN INDO-PAKISTAN WAR, 1971

* 8273 Q.—Sri G. Vedantha Rao (Duggirala) : Will the Minister for Revenue and Power be pleased to state,

(a) Whether Flt. Lt. Andre Rudolph Da Costa, resident of Hyderabad was killed in action in the Indo-Pakistan War of 1971,

(b) if so, whether on the recommendations of the Andhra Pradesh State People’s Defence Council, Hyderabad the
Andhra Pranesh Housing Board, allotted 26/A at Sanjeeva Reddy Nagar to the dependants of the deceased,

(c) whether the possession of the house was given, if not the reason therefor,

(d) whether in 1972 itself, the Collector addressed the Tahasildar Tanduru taluk for assignment of lands to the dependants of the deceased; if so, whether the land is assigned, and

(e) if not, the reasons, for not assigning the land to the dependants of patriot of the highest order who was posthumously awarded Veer Chakra since last 9 years?


Andhra Pranesh Housing Board, allotted 26/A at Sanjeeva Reddy Nagar to the dependants of the deceased,

(c) whether the possession of the house was given, if not the reason therefor,

(d) whether in 1972 itself, the Collector addressed the Tahasildar Tanduru taluk for assignment of lands to the dependants of the deceased; if so, whether the land is assigned, and

(e) if not, the reasons, for not assigning the land to the dependants of patriot of the highest order who was posthumously awarded Veer Chakra since last 9 years?
PENSION CASES PENDING IN ELECTRICITY DEPT
IN ANANTAPUR CIRCLE

4—

*8265—Q.— Sarvasri V. Sivarama Krishna Rao (Badvel): and D. China Mallaiah (Indury): Will the Minister for Revenue and Power be pleased to state,

(a) Whether it is a fact that there are a number of Pension Cases Pending without Payment since 1975 in the Electricity Department in Anantapur Circle, and

(b) if so, the no. of such cases pending and reasons thereof?

(1) Sarvasri V. Sivarama Krishna Rao (Badvel) ;

(2) Indury,

(3) 1975 నాటికి సంఖ్యలు వాటి ఎంతో కాళ్లు వేయించబడింది. ఆ వల్ల వాటికి క్రమాన్ని కారణాలు ఉన్నాయని. అధికంగా విస్తరితం.
9th July, 1982.  

Oral Answers to Questions

Sri. M. Omkar, Smt. G. Dhana Suryavathi (Nidumolu) and Sri. M. Yarraiah Reddy:— will the Minister for Finance be pleased to state:

(a) whether the State Government have taken any steps to move the G.O. I to locate the Branch Offices of Central Finance Institutions like Unit Trust etc. in our State as they have been located in Bombay and Madras etc.;

(b) if so, when will they be located, and

(c) if not, the reasons therefor;

LocatIon of Branch Offices of Central Finance Institutions in the State

* 9315 Q.—Smt. Mallu Swarajyam (Thungathurthi) :-

Sri M. Omkar, Smt. G. Dhana Suryavathi (Nidumolu) :- and Sri. M. Yarraiah Reddy :- will the Minister for Finance be pleased to state;

(a) whether the State Government have taken any steps to move the G.O. I to locate the Branch Offices of Central Finance Institutions like Unit Trust etc. in our State as they have been located in Bombay and Madras etc.;

(b) if so, when will they be located, and

(c) if not, the reasons therefor;

LOCATIOn OF BRANCH OFFICES OF CENTRAL FINANCE INSTITUTIONS IN THE STATE

10
9th July, 1982.

(a) No Sir,
(b) Does not arise.

Laying of New Broad-Gauge Railway Line Between Dronachalam Junction and Gooty

9091 Q.- Sri Mohd. Ibrahim Khan (Kurnool) :- Will the Minister for Roads and Buildings be pleased to state :

(a) whether the Government proposed to lay a new broad-gauge Railway line between Dronachalem Junction (Kurnool District) and Gooty (Anantapur District) ; and

(b) if so, whether any survey has been conducted in this regard?

Minister for Roads & Buildings

(M. Manik Rao)

a) No Sir,
b) Does not arise.
Guntakal to Guntur, via Dronachalam. This is the first time we are getting double line getting surveyed completely.

This may be taken up immediately, so that it will be economical both from the point of view of distance as well as from the monetary aspect.

This is one of the achievements if we get broad gauge from Guntakal to Guntur and that has been ordered for survey completely.
SRM. MANIK RAO: South Central Railway, Secunderabad, General Manager has written a letter that there is no proposal or Dronachalam to Gooty for broad gauge.

again I will write to the Board and I will convey the sentiments expressed by the Hon. Members.

DEATHS DUE TO CONSUMPTION OF TODDY IN THE STATE

*9481 Q.—Sri M. Jayaramulu (wanaparthy) :- Will the Minister for Excise be pleased to state:

(a) the number of persons died due to the consumption of toddy, during 1980-81 in our State, and

(b) the reasons for their death?

9481 A. M. S. KIRAN Kumar. M. P. (M. Telangana)

2) 1980-81 సంవత్సరంలో తోడ్డి కంప్యూటర్ ఎంపికాలు, తెలంగాణ లో విద్యాభూషణ రీతించడానికి సంస్థలు, భారత శాసనం విద్యాభూషణ ప్రత్యేక సంస్థలు ఉపయోగపడి సంస్థలు సమర్పించాయి ఎంపికలు చేసుకుని భారత శాసనం ప్రత్యేకసంస్థలు సమర్పించాయి.
9th July, 1982.

Oral Answers to Questions.

(2) వాడి వరుసామైన మరణాన్ని లేదు, ఉష్ణము జాగ్రత్త కూడా సంమతితో అడుగు.

ఇ. సి. తారికిపట్టికి అనుభూతం; అన్ని ప్రపంచ మాతృకా యొక్క, అన్ని మాంసాన్ని నిర్మాణం తయారు మాత్రమే వేయబడాలని? క్రమాన్ని విస్తరించండి?

మ. చి. తారికిపట్టికిపట్టికి అనుభూతం; 4 అంటే ఈ ప్రపంచంలో 15 హెక్టారు శతాబ్దితో మంచి నిర్మాణం తయారు మాత్రమే వేయబడాలని? క్రమాన్ని విస్తరించండి.

మ. సి. తారికిపట్టికి అనుభూతం; పశువు మంచి ఉష్ణము జాగ్రత్తల కూడా సంమతితో అడుగు.

ఇ. సి. తారికిపట్టికికి అనుభూతం; పశువు ఉష్ణము జాగ్రత్తల కూడా సంమతితో అడుగు.

మ. సి. తారికిపట్టికి అనుభూతం; పశువు ఉష్ణము జాగ్రత్తల కూడా సంమతితో అడుగు.
Oral Answers to Questions.

9th July 1982.

*SUSPENSION OF B. D. O. OF BANAGANIPALLY PANCHAYATH SAMITHI*

8—

*8042—(E)—Q.—Sri S. Jaipal Reddy :— Will the Minister for Panchayati Raj be pleased to state:

(a) whether the District Collector of Kurnool has recommended the suspension of B. D. O. of Banaganipally Panchayat Samithi for being involved in illicit transportation of rice, and
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(b) if so, the action taken thereon?

The Minister For Panchayat Raj (Sri Ch. Ram Bhupal Reddy):

(a) No sir,
(b) Does not arise.

Sir S. Jaipal Reddy: The point is whether that B. D. O. is changed? I do not know whether the same B. D. O. was there on that date.

Sir CH. Ram Bhupal Reddy: No B. D. O. is changed, Sir.
SRI CH. RAM BHUPAL REDDY: Separate question may be put, Sir. This is only concerning Banaganpalie, B. D.O.

ESTABLISHMENT OF SLUM CLEARANCE BOARDS

9—

*9363—Q.— Sri B. Machender Rao (Secunderabad Con-}tonment):— Will the Minister for Municipal Administration be pleased to state:

(a) whether there is any proposal to establish Slum Clearance Boards; and

(b) if so, when will they be started?

It is altogether a different thing. Already we have been taking action and the Hon. Member is aware.
Various factors have to be considered—whether it should be State-wise or region-wise or for town cities only. Everything will be taken into consideration before we put up this Board.

All these points will be examined.

Before the end of this Session we will.

SMT. B. SOROJINI PULLA REDDY: Sir, even that will be examined.
As a matter of fact, it is Slum Improvement Board, Development Board.

All this will be taken into consideration, we have a proper master-plan for all these things and it will be considered.

EXPENDITURE INCURRED FOR MAINTENANCE OF STATE OWNED HELICOPTER

10—

* 8989—Q — Dr S. Chandramouli (Chirala):— Will the Minister for Tourism be pleased to state;

(a) the cost and the expenditure incurred for the maintenance of State owned helicopter.
(b) whether it would be given on hire to others on rental basis: and

(c) whether it is a new one or a second hand one?

పిండి. ఈ సమాచారాన్ని నిమిషానికి అడవాలం ఉండగానిందా, తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.

ఫాస్కిర్. ఆశికతగా ఉంండాలి. తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.

పిండి. ఈ సమాచారాన్ని నిమిషానికి అడవాలం ఉండగానిందా, తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.

ఫాస్కిర్. ఆశికతగా ఉంండాలి. తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.

పిండి. ఈ సమాచారాన్ని నిమిషానికి అడవాలం ఉండగానిందా, తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.

ఫాస్కిర్. ఆశికతగా ఉంండాలి. తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.

పిండి. ఈ సమాచారాన్ని నిమిషానికి అడవాలం ఉండగానిందా, తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.

ఫాస్కిర్. ఆశికతగా ఉంండాలి. తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.

పిండి. ఈ సమాచారాన్ని నిమిషానికి అడవాలం ఉండగానిందా, తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.

ఫాస్కిర్. ఆశికతగా ఉంండాలి. తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.

పిండి. ఈ సమాచారాన్ని నిమిషానికి అడవాలం ఉండగానిందా, తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.

ఫాస్కిర్. ఆశికతగా ఉంండాలి. తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.

పిండి. ఈ సమాచారాన్ని నిమిషానికి అడవాలం ఉండగానిందా, తాగానే మనం సమ్మతి చేస్తాం.
SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Sir, I have two questions to put. One is its cost is said to be Rs. 68 lakhs which could earn an interest of Rs. 1 lakh per month at the lending rate of banks. Secondly, its depreciation cost would be Rs. 50,000 per month. Bearing in mind the expenditure already incurred the Government spent Rs. 1 lakh per month. So the total cost being incurred for its maintenance is Rs. 2,50,000 per month. Whether the activity conducted through helicopter warrants such a huge expenditure, with regard to its best use, abuse or misuse? I, therefore draw the attention of the Minister that it was purchased for the use of Rojiv Gondhi. Was this purchased for this activity?) Will the Chief Minister clarify?
SHORT NOTICE QUESTION AND ANSWER

10—A

RABIES (DOGBITE) IN TWIN CITIES

S N O. No. 9957—H: Sri P. JANARCHANA REDDY (Kamalapur):—
Will the Minister for Municipal Administration be pleased to State:

a) Whether it is a fact that Rabies (Dog bites) is on the increase in the Twin cities; and

b) If so, the measures taken to control it?

(i) Will the Minister be pleased to state:

a) Whether it is a fact that Rabies (Dog bites) is on the increase in the Twin cities; and

b) If so, the measures taken to control it?

SMT. B. SAROJINI PULLA REDDY: As far as this question is concerned, I answer the points and give information that he wanted.

All dog bitings do not lead to rabies. The percentage of Rabies is only 0.1%. The success of treatment is Anti-rabies. It all depends on several factors. You have to see the site of bite and how close it is to head, depth of the wound i.e., how deep it is, whether the wound is cleansed, whether it was treated with Anti-septic immediately and vaccination is done in time.

I am not very sure.

SMT. B. SAROJINI PULLA REDDY: I will elicit the answer and tell. Vaccine is available in coonoor.

SRI P. JANARDHAN REDDY: Because we have no laboratories we are sending for testing also.

SMT. B SAROJINI PULLA REDDY: I discuss with the hon. Minister and colleague Mr. Madan Mohan. It is a very pertinent question.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: All the suggestions are noted.

SMT. B. SAROJINI PULLA REDDY: That is exactly what the hon. Member said. It is a very important thing. We will certainly consider. The hon. Minister is also here. The public cooperation is absolutely necessary.

It is a peculiar sense the dogs have. They have a terrific sense and they run away. They have a peculiar noise.

That is why I ask the hon. members to request the public to give cooperation. We are doing our best. I am grateful to the hon. members to put this question.
CONDOLENCE MOTION.

re: Sri M. Habibulla, Former M. L. A.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER:

"This House places on record its deep sense of sorrow at the demise of Sri M. Habibulla, former member of the Andhra Pradesh legislative Assembly and conveys its deep sense of sympathy to the members of the bereaved family."

Sri M. Habibulla was born on June 1, 1936 in Rayachoti, Cuddapah District. He served as Secretary, Hindi Association, Besant Theosophical College, Madhanacalli from 1956 to 1958 Secretary Rayachoti Taluk Cooperative Marketing Society from 1965 to 1967. Vice-President, Rayachoti Taluk Cooperative Land Mortgage Bank from 1964 to 1967. Director Rayachoti Taluk Cooperative Land Mortgage Bank from 1971. President, Rayachoti Panchayat from 1959 to 1964. Sarpanch, Rayachoti Panchayat from 1971. Member, Cuddapah District Local Library Authority from 1963 to 1965 Member in Cuddapah District Congress Ad-hoc Committee for some time.

He represented the Rayachoti Assembly Constituency from 1972 to 1978. He breathed his last on 4th July, 1982.

The motion was adopted NEM CON

(The members stood observing silence for two minutes)

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am to announce to the House that Dr. M. Chenna Reddy elected from Medchal Assembly
Constituency and Sri N. Bhaskar Rao elected from Vijayawada-East Constituency have resigned their seats in the Assembly from the afternoon of 20th April, 1982 and I have accepted their resignations.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am to announce to the House that I have nominated the following members to the panel of the Chairmen for the Twelfth Session:

1. Smt. D. Indira
2. Sri D. K. Samarasimha Reddy
3. Sri B. Niranjan Rao
4. Sri V. Sobhanadreeswara Rao
5. Sri K. Govinda Rao

ADJOURNMENT MOTION

Ref: Notice For grabbing of Land in Hyderabad city and in other parts of the State.
Let us hear him.

SRI G. SUNDARA RAMAIAH (Alluru):— We want to know under what rule this discussion or initiation or presentation to the House is taking place, so that we will also be in a position to follow the discussion. Let the Hon’ble Dy. Speaker announce the rule.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: It is under Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the A. P. Legislative Assembly.

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Sir, Mr. Janardhana Reddy the Revenue Minister is trying to speak. We are anxious to hear the objection of the Revenue Minister. Let him be given a chance, Sir.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Mr. Sundarayya and others tabled a Motion. Let me think whether it is relevant or not.
SRI G. SUNDARA RAMAIAH: Sir, Let me make my Point clear...

(Many Members rose)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please resume in your seats.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: We are speaking as per rules.

SRI G. SUNDARA RAMAIAH: Sir, what I say is...........

SRI B. VENKATRAM: So far as what Mr. Sundarayya has raised is concerned, our Government has taken all the necessary steps in this regard.

(OPPOSITION MEMBERS shouted “No. No. No.”)

SRI B. VENKATRAM: Yes. We have done. What happened to you all these years to raise this question? It is this Government which has taken up the issue.

It is this Government which brought Ordinance on the land grabbing. It is this Government which is going to appoint a Tribunal on this issue. So, why do you need all these adjournment motions.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Sir, Mr. Sundarayya and other opposition leaders have given notice and raised the issue.

We have raised the issue under the adjournment motion. It is for the Speaker to decide about its admissibility.
What have you done about this?

It is we who raised the issue.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: He was also a Minister all these years. What is that he has done.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please resume your seat.

I will decide. Whether I am admitting it or not, it is at the discretion of the Chair.

SRI N. JANARDHANA REDDY: You have heard the point of order of Mr. Sundararamaiah.

SRI N. JANARDHANA REDDY: Mr. Sundararamaiah wants some clarification. He may be heard.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: It was brought to my notice and let me consider that.

Shri G. Sundararamaiah: Sir, Rule 63 is clarified by the Rule 65. I am quoting (vi) of Rule 65 which reads as follows: "(vi) the motion shall not anticipate a matter which has been previously posted for consideration. In determining whether a discussion is out of order on the ground of anticipation regard shall be had by the Speaker to the probability of the matters anticipated being brought before the Assembly within a reasonable time;"

There is no reasonable time

Mr. Deputy Speaker: There is no relevancy in your point of order.

Shri G. Sundararamaiah: Even they cannot participate in the discussion of the motion.

Smt. T. Lakshmikantamma: Sir, nobody is denying the right of the opposition to speak. At the same time, they cannot object the Chief Minister to say what he felt. The Chair has to protect both the sides. The Chief Minister has also got the right to say in this connection.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : You are not allowing me to pro-
tect your rights. At one time, number people are raising of
point of orders and asking for chance to speak. How many
point of orders I can hear at a time?

What is the issue, Sir? Let the Motion be read.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : Under Rule 63 of the A.P. Legis-
lative Assembly Rules, Sarvasri P. Sundaraiah, G. Latchanna,
Ch. Rajeswara Rao, S. Jaipal Reddy, M. Venkaiah Naidu and
M. Omkar have given a notice as follows:

"We are proposing that the business of the House be ad-
journed to discuss the following issue which is of urgent pub-
lic importance:

"The grabbing of land in Hyderabad City and other parts
of the State running in thousands of acres by persons occup-
ying in high positions."

This is the Motion.

Sri K. Venkataramaiah : Sir, point of order.

Sri Ch. Rajeswara Rao : Sir, Mr. Baquer Aga has also sig-
ned the Motion, Sir.

Mr. Deputy Speaker : Yes.

Sri K. Venkataramaiah : Sir, everybody has got a right to
give an adjournment motion. The Speaker has got the right to
admit or reject the motion. There is no question of discussion
on this. Nobody can speak over the merits of the motion.
otherwise, it is a bad precedent.

Mr. Deputy Speaker : Under what rule you are speaking

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy : There is no legal light in his point.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu : I take objection to his point of
order, Sir."
Mr. Deputy Speaker: Let him finish the point.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu: We are objecting to his point of order. When once the Speaker has given his ruling, he cannot speak. Let the Chair not make any precedent.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Let Mr. Venkataramaiah complete his speech. I will give my ruling.

It is a healthy precedent and practice also. Whether the motion is admitted or not, the discretion is with the Speaker. The Speaker has to exercise his discretion in this regard.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: On the merits of this, I can decide it now.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu: Sir, I am not going into the merits of the case.

They are questioning the right of the Speaker.

Mr. Speaker. My stand is quite clear.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu: I also agree with your stand, Sir,

Sri K. Kesava Rao (Minister for Education): Sir, I wish to enlighten the House on this issue, Sir. Rule 63 speaks about the adjournment motion. We have got a right to speak. It is protected by Rule 65 which says about the right to move the Motion. Rule 63 only says what exactly the adjournment is. The restrictions on the right to make motion is defined in Rule 65 in detail. Any issue that has just come before the Speaker cannot be taken up. Rule 65 (vi) Speaks in detail about it.
Adjournment Motion.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Let me tell you the procedure in Lok Sabha.

SRI K. KESHAVA RAO: If you want to cut me short and give me Lok Sabha practice, please do it and I am prepared to sit down.

(INTERRUPTIONS)

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: I request you to give your opinion after hearing me.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You are telling like that and other member are objecting that I did not give them any chance.

(INTERRUPTION)

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: I am going to answer that. Let me answer in terms of rules.

(웃음)

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: I am not over estimating the Education Minister. Please hear my submission.

SRI P. JANARDHAN REDDY: He cannot.

SRI K. KESHAVA RAO: If Omkar wants to know, the rule position I would say that a Minister is accountable to the House.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: he has got every right. He can raise the point of order, but in the matter of voting alone he can refrain.

SRI K. KESHAVA RAO: I totally agree that the opposition Members can certainly join in the issue. You wanted to cut short and tell us that there is a practice in Lok Sabha. There is a very thin difference here.
Adjournment Motion. 9th July, 1982.

Sri. K Keshava Rao: It arises out of Rule 65. This has been discussed in the presiding officers meeting as to what had happened in the Lok Sabha. Whether it is a matter of public importance or not? The Speaker does not have all the freedom to say that it is attached by that rule. There is no sanctity attached to the debate that you are going to have. The Speaker also is not within his own right to allow an adjournment motion suo moto at a time when he knew that a particular ordinance is coming before.

Dr. R.M. Manohar (Achampet): You have to take a decision first.

(interruptions)

Mr Deputy Speaker: I will take a decision independently. I don't want you or the opposition to guide me.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy: I would like to submit that the point of order was raised by the Hon'ble Members in the ruling party including the Education Minister. I regret to note the Education Minister is educated upto rule 65 only. He did not continue his education upto 67. I am also sorry to note that he has been appresiding member of the Upper House.

Sri B. Venkatram: I request him to look at Rule 66 also.
Sri S. Jaipal Reddy: That only means Venkatram is one step above. I am one step above Venkatram.

SRI B. VENKATRAM: Venkatram will always be forward.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy: It depends on the angle which you view.

Sri B. Venkatram: It is forward and it is background. You will look at the devil's angle, I will look at the angle's view.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy: I don't believe in devils. I will look at human angle.

(interruptions)

Sri R. M. Manohar: I appeal to the Speaker to take a decision.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy: Rule 65 relates to limitations upon
the question of allowing the adjournment motion. Now we are at the point of admissibility. I hope our learned members would understand the distinction between allowing and admitting. Under Rule 67 Sub Rule (i) see the first proviso provided that the Speaker may if necessary hear the member concerned before refusing his consent under Rule 63 or holding the motion as not being in order: "You have not expressed the opinion in regard to the admissibility. In regard to the right of the Speaker to hear the Member before he gives ruling on the question of admissibility, his right is absolute, unqualified and unquestioned. I hope our ruling members stands enlightened.

Sri K. Keshava Rao: Unfortunately Jaipal Reddy has been a student of literature only. Let me clear about Rule 67. It is about the mode of asking for leave to move an adjournment motion. After the right is decided it is open to interpretation, whether it is in public interest. Under Rule 67 if the Speaker so chooses it to be necessary "Provided that the Speaker may if necessary hear the members concerned before refusing his consent under Rule 63 or holding the motion as not being in order.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy: Speaker found it necessary.

Sri K. Keshava Rao: You have a right under 65. It is restricted by point 6.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: You would have been sitting in the lobbies.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu: He says ruling has been given.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I now allow the leaders who have given notice to say just two sentences each. I will take a decision as to whether I should admit or not.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: It is in order. That is what we are asking all the time.

(interruptions)

SRI R.M. MANOHAR: We will not allow any discussion on this point.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have got a discretionary power.

SRI R.M. MANOHAR: We want you should give ruling. you don't allow the discussion.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You cannot dictate terms to the Speaker like this. I have got my discretionary power.

SMT. T. LAKSHMIKANTHAMMA: As a Speaker you should be impartial to both sides of the House, The impression should not go that somebody is supporting land grabbing and somebody is not. Everyone in this House is anxious, more anxious than the Opposition.
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ప్రతిమ, అధ్యక్షుడు ఇది సందర్భంగా ప్రతి అధికారిక అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు ఉండాలి అధ్యక్షుడు గ్రామానికి తప్ప నాణపంపు పిలిచే సమాచారం ఉంటుందని తెలియజేస్తుంది. ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ రాష్ట్రానికి అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు ఉండాలి అధ్యక్షుడు గ్రామానికి తప్ప నాణపంపు పిలిచే సమాచారం ఉంటుందని తెలియజేస్తుంది. అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు ఉండాలి అధ్యక్షుడు గ్రామానికి తప్ప నాణపంపు పిలిచే సమాచారం ఉంటుందని తెలియజేస్తుంది.

ప్రతిమ. అధ్యక్షుడు ప్రతిమ అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు ఉండాలి అధ్యక్షుడు గ్రామానికి తప్ప నాణపంపు పిలిచే సమాచారం ఉంటుందని తెలియజేస్తుంది. అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు ఉండాలి అధ్యక్షుడు గ్రామానికి తప్ప నాణపంపు పిలిచే సమాచారం ఉంటుందని తెలియజేస్తుంది. అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు ఉండాలి అధ్యక్షుడు గ్రామానికి తప్ప నాణపంపు పిలిచే సమాచారం ఉంటుందని తెలియజేస్తుంది. అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు ఉండాలి అధ్యక్షుడు గ్రామానికి తప్ప నాణపంపు పిలిచే సమాచారం ఉంటుందని తెలియజేస్తుంది.

ప్రతిమ. అధ్యక్షుడు ప్రతిమ అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు ఉండాలి అధ్యక్షుడు గ్రామానికి తప్ప నాణపంపు పిలిచే సమాచారం ఉంటుందని తెలియజేస్తుంది. అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు ఉండాలి అధ్యక్షుడు గ్రామానికి తప్ప నాణపంపు పిలిచే సమాచారం ఉంటుందని తెలియజేస్తుంది.

ప్రతిమ. అధ్యక్షుడు ప్రతిమ అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు ఉండాలి అధ్యక్షుడు గ్రామానికి తప్ప నాణపంపు పిలిచే సమాచారం ఉంటుందని తెలియజేస్తుంది. అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు ఉండాలి అధ్యక్షుడు గ్రామానికి తప్ప నాణపంపు పిలిచే సమాచారం ఉంటుందని తెలియజేస్తుంది. అధ్యక్షుడు అనే అధ్యక్షుడు ఉండాలి అధ్యక్షుడు గ్రామానికి తప్ప నాణపంపు పిలిచే సమాచారం ఉంటుందని తెలియజేస్తుంది.
Adjournment Motion. 9th July, 1982.

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: This is the biggest scandal in the history of Andhra Pradesh. This is our major contribution to the selected list of national scandals.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You can say that on the day when you are asked to speak on the Demands.

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Sir, this is the biggest scandal in the history of Andhra Pradesh: It is a major contribution to the selected list of scandals at the national level......

(INTERRUPTIONS)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You please come to the point, you should have told then and there itself.

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Sir, each man has his own style. I say on the very first day of my choice — on the very first occasion......

The credit should go to us.

SRI B. VENKATRAM: Then, the credit of arresting should go to us also. We have also acted. My dear friend, if you have based upon only on the press reports, don’t forget that there are reports against your friends also.

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: O.K., Sir, welcome! Let the C.M., come out with categorical declaration of the name....

SRI S VENKATSAM: Leaders of Opposition are also involved. Don’t forget about it.

(INTERRUPTIONS)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I want to give my Ruling on this all this will not go into the records.

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Sir, if the Chief Minister’s words are allowed into the records, what all I have said should also go on records. If you don’t allow, we ourselves go to the Press.
Adjournment Motion. 8th July, 1982.

(interruption) by Sri Jaipal Reddy

MR. Deputy Speaker:— This will not go into records. When I restricted the time, you have to sit down please. You obey the chair.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:— I have not come to the conclusion. I must also obey my conscious. The question which has been dominated the attention of the public, cannot be allowed to go caught free, on the very first day of the Session. I am not disobeying I cannot be allowed to go against my conscious. Sri T. Anjaiah the former Chief Minister said at his regime that a list was prepared. Where is that list? Will the Hon’ble Chief Minister come out with that?... ... ... ............

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— I have restricted your time. Please sit down.

Sri Venkaiah Naidu:— Sir, I want to put a question to you. Who is interested in covering up this aspect?

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— You please tell me the urgency part of it.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:— I am coming to the point Sir—the Hon’ble Chief Minister referred to the Opposition Members. Does he got the moral courage to come with the names of the Opposition Members? I am challenging on the floor of this House.................. ................

Sri B. Venkatram:— I will tell you when adjournment motion’s decision is given by the Hon’ble Speaker and when the discussion comes. I told you that upon the information which is mentioned in certain newspapers you are basing. We have appointed a Tribunal. We have given an Ordinance, wherein the truth will come out whether it is opposition people or our party people. And in the same newspaper on which you have been mentioning — it is written about opposition leaders also, whoever it is. That is what I said Why do you refer to only one side You must look to the other side also. You look to your own face.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:— I know how beautiful my face is and you know how ugly your face is.
41 9th July, 1982. Adjournment Motion.

(INTERRUPTIONS)

As a person, Mr. Venkatram is beautiful - but as a Chief Minister, he is ugly.

Technically speaking it is quite clear that he was guilty of terrible impropriety.
Adjournment Motion.
9th July, 1982.

If he is honest and earnest about this land grabbing racket he should consult. Why did he not consult?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER :— Don’t attribute motives. Will you please resume?

I am not making any allegations. If he is serious and sincere, let him publish the names of the people who are involved.
Adjournment Motion.
9th July 1982.

The Adjournment Motion.

The Speaker:

The Members of the House of Commons have petitioned the House of Lords to adjourn for a period of two days, namely, 20th and 21st June 1982. The petition was presented by the Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs on behalf of the Government. The petition states that the House of Commons has received representations from various sources that the adjournment is necessary in the public interest.

The adjournment is for a period of two days, namely, 20th and 21st June 1982. The adjournment is necessary in the public interest.

The Speaker:

The adjournment is for a period of two days, namely, 20th and 21st June 1982. The adjournment is necessary in the public interest.

The Adjournment Motion.

The Speaker:

The adjournment is for a period of two days, namely, 20th and 21st June 1982. The adjournment is necessary in the public interest.
to err on the right side is always preferable for the sake of people.

Not to lose time in this matter, we have passed an Ordinance.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I will make a detailed study and give my ruling on Monday.

RULING Mr. Deputy Speaker: I give the ruling.

Sarvasri P. Sundarayya, Lachanna, Jaipal Reddy, Ch. Rajeshwar Rao, Venkayya Naidu and Omkar have given notice under Rule 63 proposing that the business of the House be adjourned to discuss "grabbing of land in Hyderabad city and in other parts of the State running into thousands of acres by persons occupying high positions."
It may be stated that the Adjournment Motion to be admitted must be urgent, it must have arisen suddenly in the nature of emergency. A matter which has been continuing for some time cannot be raised through an Adjournment Motion. The matter raised by the Members has not occurred suddenly in the nature of emergency.

No doubt the matter raised by the Members has come into light as alleged by the Members only recently and as such an opportunity for its discussion should be taken up at an early time. But according to the conventions a matter even if it is of very recent occurrence cannot be admitted if an opportunity is given to raise it in the ordinary course of business within a reasonable short time. According to Rule 65 (vi) of Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly the motion shall not anticipate a matter which has been previously posted for consideration. In determining whether a discussion is out of order on the ground of anticipation, regard shall be had by the Speaker to the probability of the matters anticipated being brought by the Assembly within a reasonable time. As already mentioned in the agenda dated 9.7.82 Sri N. Janardana Reddy, Minister for Revenue and Power will be laying on the Table a copy of the Andhra Pradesh Land Grabbing (Prohibition) Ordinance, 1982 as required under sub-clause (a) of clause (2) of Article 213 of the Constitution of India and as such the matter is seized by the House and when the Bill and the Bill replaced by the Ordinance will be taken up within a reasonable time, the matter raised by the Members attracts Rule 65 (6) of the Rules of Procedure and as such I refuse to give consent under Rule 63.
Adjournment Motion.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: What you said will not go into record. You are disobeying the Chair.
Adjournment Motion.  
9th July, 1982.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I am not allowing, they should have some decency.

SRI B. VENKATRAM: I have got a right to submit, you cannot command.

SRI M. OMKAR: You are commanding.

SRI B. VENKATRAM: I am not commanding, I have not commanded.

CALLING ATTENTION MATTERS

re.: Indiscriminate Police Firing at Garbham Village in Srikakulam District on 1.7.1982.
9th July, 1982.

Calling Attention Matters.

1.7.82 వేళ్ళారు బాట్లు ఖడు సాధనాలను 8.00 నా స్థానానికి చేసేది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 30.6.1982 న స్థానానికి చేసేది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.0

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00

మరణావి సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. ఇది లేదా సమయం ప్రారంభించాడి. 8.00
కిందికి రాకి చూసినికి ఎందుకు అవలంబించండి. ఆధ్యాత్మక జీవితానికి ఎందుకు అని ఎదిద్దండి. ఇక్కడ ఉపయోగించిన వాడి ప్రశ్నలు మాత్రమే ప్రతిసంపదులను నిర్ధిష్టంచారు. దీని కారణంగా అది ఉండాలి అంటే, ప్రశ్నలు మాత్రమే ప్రతిసంపదులను నిర్ధిష్టంచారు. దీని కారణంగా అది ఉండాలి అంటే, ప్రశ్నలు మాత్రమే ప్రతిసంపదులను నిర్ధిష్టంచారు. అది విధానానికి ఎండిచిన ప్రతిసంపదుల నుండి నిర్ధిష్టంచారు. ఏమీ విధానం ఎండిచిన ప్రతిసంపదుల నుండి నిర్ధిష్టంచారు. ఒకసారి విధానం ఎండిచిన ప్రతిసంపదుల నుండి నిర్ధిష్టంచారు. ఒకసారి విధానం ఎండిచిన ప్రతిసంపదుల నుండి నిర్ధిష్టంచారు. ఏమీ విధానం ఎండిచిన ప్రతిసంపదుల నుండి నిర్ధిష్టంచారు. ఏమీ విధానం ఎండిచిన ప్రతిసంపదుల నుండి నిర్ధిష్టంచారు. ఏమీ విధానం ఎండిచిన ప్రతిసంపదుల నుండి నిర్ధిష్టంచారు. ఏమీ విధానం ఎండిచిన ప్రతిసంపదుల నుండి నిర్ధిష్టంచారు. ఏమీ విధానం ఎండిచిన ప్రతిసంపదుల నుండి నిర్ధిష్టంచారు.
Calling Attention Matters.

9th July, 1982.

Dear Sir,

I am writing to bring to your attention a matter that I believe requires immediate attention.

The issue at hand is regarding the recent increase in the price of essential commodities. As you are aware, the prices of food items, clothing, and other necessities have been rising steadily over the past few months. This has put a significant strain on the budgets of many families, especially those living on fixed incomes.

It is important that we address this situation promptly to ensure that the needs of the people are met. I urge you to consider taking immediate action to stabilize the prices and to ensure that the most vulnerable sections of society are not left behind.

I would appreciate it if you could provide me with an update on the steps being taken to address this issue. Your prompt response would be greatly appreciated.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Yours sincerely,

[Your Name]
Calling Attention Matters. 9th July, 1982.

Yielding!

Myself, Shankar, am writing this article. It is about the importance of attention. As we know, attention is the key to success. When we are fully focused, we can achieve our goals. However, in today's fast-paced world, we are often distracted by various things. This can hinder our productivity. Therefore, it is crucial to develop the habit of paying attention.

Attention is the ability to focus our mind on a particular task or object. It is the process of selecting information and ignoring irrelevant information. When we are attentive, we can absorb more information and make better decisions. On the other hand, when we are distracted, we may miss important details.

Developing the habit of paying attention requires practice. Here are some tips to help you improve your attention:

1. Set goals: Setting clear goals can help you stay focused on what you need to do.
2. Eliminate distractions: Identify what distracts you and try to eliminate or minimize them.
3. Take breaks: Taking breaks can help you recharge and come back to your task with renewed focus.
4. Practice mindfulness: Mindfulness involves being present and fully engaged in the moment. It can help you improve your attention.

Attention is a valuable skill that can help you achieve success in various aspects of life. By developing the habit of paying attention, you can improve your performance and reach your goals.
Calling Attention Matters.

9th July, 1982.

Sri B. Venkatram: I know he has more knowledge about it.

Sri G. Latchanna (Rose up)

Sri B. Venkatram: I have not completed my sentence.
9th July, 1982.

Calling Attention Matter.

The Hon'ble Member raised a Question regarding the following:

1. The Hon'ble Member stated that during the recent flood season, the following damages were caused in various parts of the State:
   - Damage to crops: Rs. 2,000 to Rs. 3,000
   - Damage to livestock: Rs. 500 to Rs. 700
   - Damage to infrastructure: Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 2,000

The Hon'ble Member requested the Government to provide immediate relief to the affected farmers and villagers in the form of cash assistance.

2. The Hon'ble Member further stated that due to the recent drought, the following figures of water supply have been reported in various areas:
   - Water shortage in urban areas: 40% to 50%
   - Water shortage in rural areas: 30% to 40%

The Hon'ble Member urged the Government to take immediate steps to augment the water supply and ensure adequate supply to all the affected areas.

3. The Hon'ble Member requested the Government to ensure that the media is informed about the relief measures being taken and to provide regular updates on the situation.

4. The Hon'ble Member stated that the following measures have been taken by the Government to address the issues:
   - Distribution of relief materials to the affected areas
   - Distribution of seeds and fertilizers to the farmers
   - Provision of temporary shelters to the affected villagers

The Hon'ble Member requested the Government to continue these efforts and to ensure that all the affected people receive the necessary assistance.
Calling Attention Matters.

9th July, 1982.

This is a subject matter of enquiry. Let us see what the Magistrate gives the report. After the report comes, we will see what to do.

Sri V. Sobhanadreswara Rao: Let it be conducted in a healthy atmosphere. Those people who are responsible should not vitiate that enquiry.

Sri B. Venkatram: I have already answered that.

2. Re: the non-release of sufficient water to Ayacut canals for the functioning of the Vijayawada Thermal Station.

1. పంచాయత విభాగ విద్యాభూషణ పత్రికలు - 4,90,000 రూపాయలు

2. పంచాయత విభాగ విద్యాభూషణ పత్రికలు - 2,96,577 "

3. పంచాయత విభాగ విద్యాభూషణ పత్రికలు - 5,71,881 "

18,37,958 రూపాయలు

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>సంఖ్య</th>
<th>పంచాయత విభాగ విద్యాభూషణ పత్రికలు</th>
<th>అంతర్జాతీయ విద్యాభూషణ పత్రికలు</th>
<th>మోతిలో పత్రికలు</th>
<th>మోతిలో పత్రికలు</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.7.81</td>
<td>61,059</td>
<td>1,481</td>
<td>62,540</td>
<td>62,540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7.82</td>
<td>36,286</td>
<td>10,281</td>
<td>46,566</td>
<td>56,566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18,87,958 రూపాయలు భాగానంలో భాగం వెలుగు కోసం సంకలన చేసేది, అధికారికంగా తీసుకుని సంకలన 18,300 రూపాయలు నిలిచి వేయబడి విద్యాభూషణ పత్రికలు పెంచడానికి ఇచ్చారు. అందుకే, మొత్తం వేతిమతం 18,000 రూపాయలు ఉండాలి, కాబట్టి మిగిల్లో ఎంత 1 కరోటే బాగా మనదోశ్చింది. మొత్తం 21 కర్మచారులు పెంచారు. మిగిల్లో ఎంత 22 కర్మచారులు పెంచారు. మిగిల్లో ఎంత 10 కర్మచారులు పెంచారు. మిగిల్లో ఎంత 15 కర్మచారులు పెంచారు. మిగిల్లో ఎంత 25 కర్మచారులు పెంచారు. మిగిల్లో ఎంత 30 కర్మచారులు పెంచారు. మిగిల్లో ఎంత 35 కర్మచారులు పెంచారు. మిగిల్లో ఎంత 40 కర్మచారులు పెంచారు. 1981 లో సాధారణ విద్యాభూషణ పత్రికలు 6.7.81 మొత్తం 56,566 రూపాయలు +511.30, 7.7.81 మొత్తం ఎ ఎంత 942.60 రూపాయలు +511.30 రూపాయలు మొత్తం ఎంత ఎంత 511.30 రూపాయలు +511.30 రూపాయలు.
Calling Attention Matters.

9th July, 1982.

As the coffee is brewed in the morning, so too do we begin our day. This is especially true when the weather is pleasant and the morning sun is shining. Today, the temperature is likely to reach 90 degrees Fahrenheit, with a high of 102 and a low of 80. The humidity is expected to be around 72.88, making the weather feel warmer than it actually is. In the afternoon, the temperature is expected to drop to around 80 degrees Fahrenheit, with a high of 90 and a low of 60. The humidity is expected to be around 60, making the weather feel cooler than it actually is. Overall, the weather is expected to be pleasant and enjoyable.

In the evening, the temperature is expected to drop to around 60 degrees Fahrenheit, with a high of 70 and a low of 50. The humidity is expected to be around 47, making the weather feel cooler than it actually is. In the afternoon, the temperature is expected to rise to around 80 degrees Fahrenheit, with a high of 90 and a low of 70. The humidity is expected to be around 60, making the weather feel warmer than it actually is. Overall, the weather is expected to be pleasant and enjoyable.

In the morning, the temperature is expected to rise to around 70 degrees Fahrenheit, with a high of 80 and a low of 60. The humidity is expected to be around 50, making the weather feel warmer than it actually is. In the afternoon, the temperature is expected to drop to around 60 degrees Fahrenheit, with a high of 70 and a low of 50. The humidity is expected to be around 47, making the weather feel cooler than it actually is. Overall, the weather is expected to be pleasant and enjoyable.

In the evening, the temperature is expected to drop to around 50 degrees Fahrenheit, with a high of 60 and a low of 40. The humidity is expected to be around 30, making the weather feel cooler than it actually is. In the afternoon, the temperature is expected to rise to around 70 degrees Fahrenheit, with a high of 80 and a low of 60. The humidity is expected to be around 50, making the weather feel warmer than it actually is. Overall, the weather is expected to be pleasant and enjoyable.
9th July, 1982.

Calling Attention Matters.

Attention to the following matters is called for:

1. The meeting of the 65th session of the State Assembly is to be held at 10.5 a.m. on 10th July, 1982. The session will be opened by the Chief Minister and the proceedings will be conducted according to the agenda.

2. The session will conclude at 5 p.m. on the same day. The agenda will cover various important topics, including the budget proposals for the coming year.

3. All members of the legislature are requested to be present in the assembly hall at the specified time to ensure smooth conduct of the proceedings.

4. Any member who is unable to attend the session due to unforeseen circumstances should inform the Secretariat at least 24 hours in advance.

5. The quorum for the session will be 50% of the total strength of the assembly.

6. Any member who is absent from the session without valid reason will be subject to disciplinary action as per the rules of the assembly.

Please ensure that your attendance is confirmed by the Secretariat.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Secretary, State Assembly.
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హోస్టీన్ నిర్ణయాన్ని 25 కంగ్రెస్ పేరు తీసి, అత్యంత పాలనలో అందించడానికి నిర్ణయం చేసినాయనం.

(1) మహాభారతం (మహాష్రమం) ; సమాధి పురాణం సారాంధికం ఆధారంగా లేదు. అయితే సమాధి పురాణం ప్రతినిధి సారాంధికం అనుకునేది. ఆయన అంశాల కారాణితాలను అడగాలి. సమాధి పురాణం ప్రతినిధి సారాంధికం అనుకునేది. ఎందుకంటే దీనికి సారాంధితపరమైన రెండూ కారాణితాలను అడగాలి లేదా కారాణితాలను ఉపయోగించడం ఉండి. 10,5 అంషాలు ఉంటాయి. అది మామలు కంటే అంటే 800 అంషాలు ఉంటాయి. 10,5 అంషాలు ఉన్నప్పటికే బాగా మామలు కంటే చాలా విషయం. దీనిపై ప్రతి ప్రశ్నకు ఉపయోగించడం చాలా గర్వం చెందాయి. బాగా ప్రతి ప్రశ్నకు ఉపయోగించడం చాలా గర్వం చెందాయి. అందుకే దీనిని సాధారణ ఉపయోగించడం సాధనం కాలు. అందుకే దీనిని సాధారణ ఉపయోగించడం సాధనం కాలు. దీనిని అంతర్భాగం చేసే దిగి ప్రతి ప్రశ్నకు ఉపయోగించడం సాధనం కాలు. అందుకే దీనిని అంతర్భాగం చేసే దిగి ప్రతి ప్రశ్నకు ఉపయోగించడం సాధనం కాలు. దిగి ఉపయోగించడం సాధనం కాలు. దిగి ఉపయోగించడం సాధనం కాలు.

మారుది ఇప్పుడు క్షణం :- 15. మనం ఎంత రాకుండా చేసాయనం?

(2) మాధ్యమాచర్య :- ఇప్పటి 15 సెంటి, అంతర్భాగం చేసే దిగి ఉపయోగించడం సాధనం కాలు.

మారుది ఇప్పుడు క్షణం :- చాలా.

(3) మాధ్యమాచర్య :- ఇప్పటి 15 సెంటి, అంతర్భాగం చేసే దిగి ఉపయోగించడం సాధనం కాలు. ముఖ్యంగా మనం ఎంత ఈ క్షణం మాండారని విస్తరించి ఇప్పటి క్షణం అంటారని లేదు. ముఖ్యంగా మనం ఎంత ఈ క్షణం మాండారని విస్తరించి ఇప్పటి క్షణం అంటారని లేదు.
SRI B. NIRANJANA RAO: That point of order should not interfere my speech.

SRI P. SUNDARAIYAH: I have got every right to comment

SRI B. NIRANJANA RAO: That point of order should not interfere my speech.

SRI P. SUNDARAIYAH: I have got every right to comment
I have got every right to protect the interest of the persons who are not here, if you unnecessarily allege any thing against them.
It may be increased by another 4,000 cusecs. Again, unnecessarily, I am going into the controversy. Still, it is my duty to go into the controversy: because our Hon'ble Member has raised some issues about the Superintending Engineer. It is not correct, sir. They have done their best.

(BELL)

10.5 a.m.  SRI B. NIRANJANA RAO : I am prepared to resign for two months water was let into the sea. Let the Chief Minister appoint a Committee and let them go and enquire.

SRI B. VENKATRAM : I am not ready to do what you have said. I would like to go into the facts. You have stated a particulars fact. Although you met me earlier you did not bring it to my notice, otherwise I would have done.

SRI B. NIRANJANA RAO : I am prepared to resign for two months water was let into the sea. Let the Chief Minister appoint a Committee and let them go and enquire.
The Hon'ble Member: He has anyway gone to a great extent, I will assure you that all necessary steps will be taken. As far as the other points are concerned I will take note of both the appreciation of the engineers and the criticism on the engineers and we will take an objective view of every matter.

SRI B. VENKATRAM: He has anyway gone to a great extent. I will assure you that all necessary steps will be taken. As far as the other points are concerned I will take note of both the appreciation of the engineers and the criticism on the engineers and we will take an objective view of every matter.

POINT OF ORDER

re: Placing of ordinances on the table.
At the time of presentation itself he must explain.

SRI G. SUNDARA RAMAIAH: He has raised the point under presumption. He has raised the point of order presuming that there will not be all these things. How has he come to that conclusion and how he raised the point of order with the presumption as his basis. It is not a correct procedure for the House to take cognizance of.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: He is also equally a Member of the House like you and it is quite relevant.

SRI G. SUNDARA RAMAIAH: It is not relevant. I am not questioning the Chair. We are only submitting that the hon'ble Member has presumed things though there are no such things.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: I am not presuming. Because the Minister was about to lay the papers on the Table of the House without explaining the reasons.

SRI N JANARDHANA REDDY: According to the provisions I had to lay on the Table.
We are with open mind. We are going to adopt any suggestion which is going to help this. We are going to adopt, we are not closing.

It is a part of the plot to transact the business behind the back of the House.

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Any Bill which suffers from the infirmity of grave impropriety should not be allowed to place on the Table of the House.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: They say that they had to do it under extraordinary circumstances.
Business Of The House.

Where the Governor can reserve it for the approval of the President ...........

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am afraid I may have to rule out all the objections.

SRI K. VENKATARAMAIAH: For placing on the Table why so much discussion.

SRI A. MADAN MOHAN: Sir, what has prompted the Government to come out with an Ordinance has been told to this House in this Session by my colleague, the Hon’ble Revenue Minister. Now the only question that remains before this House is whether it has to be placed on the Table or not. It is basically a Constitutional requirement and a Constitutional obligation. Whether the reasons were justifiable in trying to bring an Ordinance especially when the Assembly is meeting is a debatable point. This of course they can discuss at the time when this is introduced in the form of a Bill. But here the Constitutional requirement and obligation is not only an obligation but is mandatory. There is no other alternative. For any ordinance once decision is commenced, it has to be placed on the Table of the House. So, in order to meet the Constitutional requirement of the House, this has been placed on the Table of the House.
Sri S. Jaipal Reddy: Sir, it has become a compulsive habit.

MR. DY. SPEAKER: No, because there is no alternative but to place it on the table of the House.

Sri CH. Rajeswara Rao: It is a black Act to save the culprits.

MR. DY. SPEAKER: Don’t be harsh.

SRI CH. RAJESWARA RAO: I must be harsh with these people. They are never for the point.

SRI A. MADAN MOHAN: Sir, you are allowing them to go into merits. I only tried to explain the Constitutional requirements.

SRI CH. RAJESWARA RAO: Sir, the Constitution is a lively document. It is a living document. It helps the functioning of the democracy but it cannot be misused.

MR. DY. SPEAKER: It is quite relevant. They have placed it and I am allowing them, as the Leader of the House said that there was no other alternative. It is in order.
MR. DY. SPEAKER: Yes, we take the han official business after "Papers laid on the Table of the House."

PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE.

   SRI N. Janardhan Reddy (Minister for Revenue and power)
   Sir, I beg to lay on the Table of the House, a copy of the Andhra Pradesh Land Grabbing (prohibition) Ordinance, 1982 (Andhra Pradesh Ordinance No. 9 of 1982) as required under sub-clause (a) of clause (2) of Article 213 of the Constitution of India.

   SRI Ch. RamBhupal Reddy (Minister for Panchayati Raj):
   Sir, I beg to lay on the Table of the House, a copy of the Andhra Pradesh Gram Panchayats (Amendment) Ordinance, 1982 (Andhra Pradesh Ordinance No. 10 of 1982) as required under sub-clause (a) of clause (2) of Article 213 of the Constitution of India.

   Sri Ch. Ram Bhupal Reddy: Sir, I also beg to lay on the table of the House, a copy of the Andhra Pradesh Panchayat Sami this and Zilla parishads (Second Amendment) Ordinance, 1982 (Andhra Pradesh Ordinance No. 11 of 1982) as required under sub-clause (a) of clause (2) of Article 213 of the Constitution of India.

   SMT. B. Sarojini Pulla Reddy (Minister for Mun., Adm):
   Sir, I beg to lay on the Table of the House, a copy of the Hyderabad Municipal Corporations (Amendment) Ordinance, 1982 (Andhra Pradesh Ordinance No 8 of 1982) as required under sub-clause (a) of clause (2) of Article 213 of the Constitution of India.

MR. DY. SPEAKER: Papers laid.
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GOVERNMENT BILL.
THE HYDERABAD MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL, 1982.


Mr. Dy. Speaker : Motion moved.

The question is:


Motion was adopted and the Bill was introduced.

Mr. Dy. Speaker : Now let us take up the Non-official Resolution please.

(Interruptions)

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu : Sir, where is the Bill?

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

(Interruptions Bell)

Sri V. Sobhanadreeswara Rao : Sir, what about my privilege Motion.

Mr. Dy. Speaker : I have ruled it out as there is no privilege involved. It cannot be taken as a sort of privilege, as there is no privilege involved in it. When my ruling is given, please don't question it. I am not allowing any discussion about it.

Mr. Deputy Speaker : I have already ruled it out as there is no privilege involved in it.
Mr. Deputy Speaker: I have given my Ruling, and hence no discussion on this please. Now let us take up non-official Resolution.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: When the point of order is raised, I cannot say "No" to him.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Now I am going to take up Non-official Resolution.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: It is over. I have already given my Ruling on that.
Mr. Deputy Speaker: I am not a time grabber. I have not taken your right. I have to regulate the business of the House also.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Please don’t raise that topic. That is already over.

According to Rule 163, I have moved this.

I beg to move that this House recommends to the Government to take immediate appropriate steps to streamline the entire police machinery in such a way as to meet the objectives of Welfare State.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved.
Business Of The House
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 Bristol : జార్జా, విశ్వసాధన తొమ్మిది ఇంట్లో, నిమిటమును
స్థానం కొనించిన ప్రత్యేకత కలిగిన విస్తరణ సిద్ధాంతం.

ప్రతి యువ సంస్థ విద్యా గ్రామానికి అనుమతిసంచారం చేయాలను లభించాలి. తక్కువ ఎవరించిన విద్యా గ్రామానికి అనుమతిసంచారం చేయాలను లభించాలి. ఉత్తర వీటి లోపలి అనుమతిసంచారం చేయాలను లభించాలి.

యువ సంస్థ విద్యా గ్రామానికి అనుమతిసంచారం చేయాలను లభించాలి. విద్యా గ్రామానికి అనుమతిసంచారం చేయాలను లభించాలి. ఉత్తర వీటి లోపలి అనుమతిసంచారం చేయాలను లభించాలి.

యువ సంస్థ విద్యా గ్రామానికి అనుమతిసంచారం చేయాలను లభించాలి. విద్యా గ్రామానికి అనుమతిసంచారం చేయాలను లభించాలి. ఉత్తర వీటి లోపలి అనుమతిసంచారం చేయాలను లభించాలి.
9th July, 1982.

Business Of The House.

...
Business Of The House. 9th July 1982.

...
9th July 1982

Business OF The House.

10.00 a.m. Business TO be resumed.

9.30 a.m. Question Time.

10.00 a.m. Question Time.
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ప్రతి ఇంగ్లీషు సంస్థానం మంత్రి సాంకేతిక కార్మికతా పరిషత్తు ప్రాంతానిక సంచాలనలు నిర్వహించడానికి లభించింది. ఈ పరిషత్తు మంత్రి సాంకేతిక కార్మికతా పరిషత్తు సంచాలనలు సాధించింది. అందులో కేంద్రం, పంత్రితులు ఇంటిలు, ప్రతి సంచాలన ఉపయోగించడానికి ప్రాంతానిక సంచాలనలు నిర్వహించడానికి పనిచేసే సంస్థానం ప్రతి సంచాలనలు నిర్వహించడానికి రాశారు.
సూసూప్పు బాలంగా భాషా కాల్విటి

మాముడు మార్టిన్ ఇంగ్లీష్ లేదా నెప్పింగ్ లేదా లిటిల్ లేదా బిగ్ ఎండికి విదేశి వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి. వాతావరణం చూసి చేసాలి.
Business Of The House
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[Text in Telugu]
If the present state of affairs is allowed to continue the Law and Order situation in Narsampet Taluk would become from bad to worse. The joint attacks of the Congress (I) and the so-called extremists would develop into blood bath. The Police would become a mere tool in the hands of unsocial elements acting in the name of Congress (I).

“Noteworthy is that large scale manufacturing of crude bombs is taking place in the so-called joint ventures of Congress (I) and Naxalites. Fire arms licenced and unlicenced are being used in their attacks along with the crude bombs.”

Further it is to be noted that the Congress (I) and Naxalites have been planning and attempting to kill almost all-important workers and leaders of C P I (M) in Narsampet, Warangal, Mahaboobabad, Parkal and Mulug taluks.
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Business Of The House.
సాగారు కాదు మరియు ప్రధాన విషయాలను అసలు ప్రాంతంలో సంపాదించాడు. అనేక సమయంలో ఇది విషయాలను లభించవచ్చి, కానీ గురుత్వత్వ పరిస్థితిలో మాత్రమే ఉండాడు. మాత్రమే ఇది చెప్పించాడు. స్టార్టిక్స్ మరియు సెంట్రల్ పారంపరికుల సంబంధంలో మాత్రమే ఉండాడు. ఇది చెప్పించాడు.

సెటింగ్ ప్రధానమైనవి. ఇది ప్రస్తుతం సాగించాడు. ప్రధానమైన విషయాలు చెప్పాక మాత్రమే ఉండాడు. ఇది చెప్పించాడు.

సామాన్యంగా ప్రధాన విషయాలు చెప్పాలి మాత్రమే ఉండాడు. ఇది చెప్పించాడు.

గానే, లభించాలు మాత్రమే ఉండాడు. ఇది చెప్పించాడు.
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హి. షియలు : అనేక ప్రత్యేక పరిస్థితుల ప్రశ్నలో పిండించాలను. ఆరించే సమయంలో నేడు, ప్రత్యేకంగా కప్పడం తరువాత తేది వాడబడం మొత్తం సమయాలను అడగించుకోసం పరిస్థితులు లేవు.

శి. అరుదురాయ : ఆయన ఇందులో లెక్క చేసాడు.

శి. లోకం; ఇది 2 వందరు తెరాయ కాగా నాసారు. స్టానీమ్ మట్టి, ప్రత్యేకంగా రాయితారియాలు నేడు ఉంటాయి. తాతావుడు, ప్రత్యేకంగా అడవి ఇంటి మట్టి ఉంటాయి. స్టానీమ్ మట్టి, ప్రత్యేకంగా అడవి ఇంటి మట్టి ఉంటాయి. రాయితా వంటి జాతీయ కాలం లో, ప్రత్యేకంగా కాలం కాలు ఎంత ఉంచే ఉంటాయి. అయితే ఇది సమయాల కోసం పరిస్థితులు లేవు. ఇది తీరిని విద్యారణా తెరించుకోవాలను. మామూలుగా బుగించాలను? అందుకు హెటు తీరించండి. చాలు కాలు (యాదాద్రి) మామూలైన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. యొక్క వందరాయ సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. అయితే ఇది విద్యారణా తెరించండి. ఇది తీరిని విద్యారణా తెరించండి. మామూలుగా బుగించండి. తీరిని పరిస్థితులు లేవు. మొత్తం అయితే, చాలు కాలు సమయానికి ఉన్నారు.

శి. లోకం; ఇది తీరిని పరిస్థితులు లేవు. ఆయన కేంద్రంగా సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. ఆయన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. ఆయన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. ఆయన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. ఆయన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. ఆయన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. ఆయన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. ఆయన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. ఆయన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. 5 వందరు తెరించండి. మామూలుగా బుగించండి. తీరిని పరిస్థితులు లేవు. మొత్తం అయితే, ఆయన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. ఆయన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. ఆయన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు. ఆయన సమయానికి ఉన్నారు.
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77.1% of the population blamed the police for protecting or shielding goondas from criminal elements in the country of malpractices, such as putting up false cases, non-registration of complaints, use of third degree methods, high-handadness and illegal detentions at Police Stations.
This House recommends to the Government to take immediate appropriate steps to streamline the entire Police machinery in such a way as to meet the objectives of welfare State.
(The House then adjourned to meet again at 8.30 a.m. on Monday, the 12th July, 1982)